Sentient Pilot – Structure – Act Four
Page count: 6 -12 pages
Guide
• The protagonist and nemesis will enact their plans of action with
very clear objectives, (in conflict)
• An observer character discovers the invaders may already be here
but says nothing
• Advance C and D stories
• Advance the mythology by focusing the Sentient on children
• The protagonist and the nemesis will realize their presumptions were
all wrong, all is lost
• What shall we do now?
Sentient - Australia
• Dowd, Teicher, Amiri and Ramos
o Night - They sail the cat across the harbour to Dowd’s base.
The floating bodies begin to glow then sink out of sight
o They discuss the circling jetliners. Dowd explains how you
could hide an army within, the guns are here, the
infrastructure and hardware is waiting, all they have to do is
turn up
o They arrive at Dowd’s base. No one is home
o The communication equipment is dead but there is plenty of
kit to take. They procure supplies
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o There is no way to contact command. Teicher explains how
the storm has disrupted communication equipment but a valve
radio set would still work. Dowd tells them he knows where
they can get hold of a ham radio
o Ramos observes the jet liners are coming in to land
o They rush out to observe the jets, one by one crash into the
city, setting it on fire
•

Heidi and Sammy
o Heidi tells Sammy, ‘We’re going to find your daddy’
o Heidi, asks her about Sammy’s family. Sammy doesn’t speak
so Heidi talks about herself
o Sammy enters an open jewellery story. Heidi watches her try
on necklaces cautioning her not to take anything because,
‘That would be bad’

•

Tobias Friesner – Son of Commodore Friesner
o Tobias wakes up alone in a cancer ward for children. The room
begins to vibrate. A blue glow fills the hall outside. Something
is approaching. A hum like a Tibetan singing bowl fills the
ward. Tobias drags himself upright to see. He’s scared. A door
outside opens. He hears the Base Security Guard’s voices.
The light and the humming abruptly stops

•

Friesner, the Admiral, Kaiden and the Base Security Guards
o Friesner establishes Kaiden is a foreign contractor on a 457
visa
o Kaiden reveals they have lost all contact with command and
the outside world, ‘We’re blind’
o Freisner makes it clear to Kaiden, Sydney has been hit by a
weapon of mass destruction, this is a terror attack and you will
get that equipment working
o The guards go to the Sydney Children’s hospital to pick-up
Friesner’s son. Babic and Eid whinge all the way. Babic tells
how he is going to beat Dowd to a pulp when he sees him
next. Aguilera berates them as a selection of soft-cocks. They
discover Sydney is empty
o The guards arrive at the hospital thinking they are looking for
a Doctor only to discover Tobias Friesner is a 14 year-old, laidup in a cancer ward. He doesn’t look like he can walk but
Tobias is a very resilient young man, ready to take it on.
Tobias says nothing of the blue light and the hum
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o Kaiden joins Frieser on the roof of the bunker. Friesner is
watching the planes lining up to land. He is joined by Kaiden
who is about to report no joy re the communication equipment
when one of the planes flames out and crashes into the city
•

Heston , Sabban and Rabi
o Rabi is suspicious of Sabban. The feeling goes both ways
o Heston, still blind, tells them he can hear the planes coming
into land. They need to pick up the pace. Then the planes
start to flame out and crash into the city

•

All
o The jetliners come in to land
o Everyone is watching with different expectations
o One by one, they fall from the sky setting Sydney on fire

Must-see content
o The planes crash setting the abandoned city on fire
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